Committee Charge: to develop and make recommendations regarding policies, processes, and resources that support effective, innovative, and equitable online and hybrid education at PCCD.”

AGENDA

- Welcome and Introductions
- Approve the minutes from:
  - DE Committee Meeting - February 22, 2020
- Updates
  - Student Priorities & Updates
  - College DE Committee updates
  - District DE Coordinator update
- Discussion with VC Brown: DE after COVID
- Prioritize and launch projects for this year
  - DE Plan
    - Accessibility
      - Adapting Canvas course for Peralta
      - Training faculty to use Ally efficiently
      - Having more support for Section D
    - Resolution for proper DE Load payment
  - DE Bylaws
  - Student Task Force
  - CVC-OEI Consortium requirements
- DE Plan Work groups
  - DE Plan Assessment,
    - Things we’ve achieved in the last 3 years, things that we have challenges on, things we recognize as important,
  - DE Faculty/student surveys,
  - Delineation of responsibilities
    - Incorporating college DE plans into the District DE plan,
  - Aligning DE Plan with the Consortium requirements

Monday March 8th 2021
1:00-2:30

Virtual Meeting on Zoom:
https://cccconfer.zoom.us/my/dekici